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Abstract: Automatic text summarization is a process to reduce the volume of text documents using computer programs to
create a text summary with keeping the key terms of the documents. Due to cumulative growth of information and data,
automatic text summarization technique needs to be applied in various domains. The approach helps in decreasing the quantity of
the document without changing the context of information. In this paper, the proposed Persian text summarizer system employs
combination of graph-based and the TF-IDF methods after word stemming in order to weight the sentences. SA-GA based
sentence selection is used to make a summary, and once the summary is created. The SA-GA is a hybrid algorithm that combines
Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Simulated Annealing (SA). The fitness function is based on three following factors: Readability
Factor, Cohesion Factor, and Topic-Relation Factor. Evaluation results demonstrated the efficiency of the proposed system.
Keywords: Automatic Text Summarization, Stemming, TF-IDF, Genetic Algorithm, Simulated Annealing

1. Introduction
Nowadays with increase of information, users need to have
access to effective methods in order to search for the requested
information. In most cases, people study the summary of a
document rather than the whole. Automatic text
summarization is a solution for this issue. Automatic text
summarization is a process to reduce the volume of text
documents; using computer programs to create a text
summary with keeping the key points and important
documents. This approach shortens the information content of
a text file while preserving the original contents
[1].Summarizing large documents is a difficult task for human.
One approach to respond to the cumulate growth of
information is to use automatic text summarization to decrease
the volume of information and increase speed of accessibility
to important notes.
Research studies on automatic text summarization started at
mid-1950s [2] and is an old challenge that needs attention of
text mining researchers in the field of computational
intelligence, machine learning and natural language
processing, and various methods such as neural networks,
decision trees, semantic graphs, regression models, fuzzy
logic, swarm Intelligence [3]. Research studies show that the

content of summaries depends on the input source, nature of
the text, purpose and target of readers. Overall automatic text
summarization consists of three main steps: 1) identifying
keywords of the document as well as the most important
pieces of information in the text; 2) interpreting the content of
the document, extracting two or more topics, then combining
them to one or more concepts; 3) creating a good summary
with formulating the extracted sentences and combining them
with the concepts [2].
In this paper we have proposed Phoenix Summarizer for
development of Parsina summarizer [2, 4] and designed for
improving the quality of text extraction. This paper is
structured as follows. Section 2 introduces concepts of
summarization. In section 3, the previous automatic text
summarizer is reviewed. In section 4, the proposed automatic
text summarization system, known as Phoenix, is introduced.
Section 5 evaluates the proposed Phoenix system. Finally in
section 6, the results and comparison of Phoenix and Parsina
text summarization systems are discussed.
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2. The Concepts of Automatic Text
Summarization
The important factors in text summarization include: input
factors, output factors, and target factors [5, 6].
Input factors are listed as follow:
1 Input form, such as:
a. Length of input text: short text (1 or 2 pages), long
text (more than 50 pages).
b. Text structures: text structures that impact on text
process such as: paragraph, entity, and predicate.
c. Text language: such as single language and multiple
languages.
d. Text type: such as single document or multiple
documents.
2 Text topic, such as:
a. Normal text: the subjects have vast knowledge
domain such as scientific, sport, and farming.
b. Special text: the topics depend on knowledge of
reader such as computer and medical.
c. Limited text: the special topics pertain to organization
or society such as news and technical reports.
Output factors are listed as follow:
1 Content: this factor pertains to normal summary or
response, extracted summary or abstract. Also when
summary is normal, content included the most important
information.
2 Format: text format may be having figures, tables,
diagrams and etc.
3 Style: summary style can be predication or advisement.
The targets factors depend to field of application text and
cause of summary and determined based on three factors:
1 Listeners: The level of listener’s knowledge about the
summary text field directly affects the results.
2 Conditions: the conditions or purpose determine means
of the summary. When summary field is vast and
identified, can remove the details.
3 Application: Depending on the application of the
summary, the approach for creating summary text could
change. As an example, will the summary be used for
retrieving the whole text? Or is it a replacement for the
input text? Or it could even be an overview of a reviewed
document. In general terms, the application could be
divided into public and interrogative categories.
In Addition, the summarizer system can be divided into
three categories: [7]:
1 Category based on form and organization: Overall
summaries based on form and organization can be
divided into extraction and abstract. In extraction,
summary based on statistical information of text,
determination of the important sentences, and selection
of the most important items to create the summary. The
abstract methods attend to relationship between
difference parts of text, terms concepts and semantics.
For large documents, using extraction methods are easier
and more flexible. However, the results might be
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incoherent and un-related. On the other hand, the abstract
method presents the summary of important parts and key
points. In this method the compress rate is high due to
summary hint to the content of text. Also, the resulting
text would be coherent. Therefore abstract systems are
stronger than extraction systems.
2 Category based on process level: we can divide
summaries based on process level to superficial and deep
categories. The superficial method, displays information
based on superficial properties such as statistical
conditions, place conditions, terms, and special domain.
The summaries of this category are created by extraction
method. The deep methods, employs natural language
processing and needs to perform semantic analysis such
as syntax and semantic relationships. The summary of
this category creates combination of extraction and
abstract methods.
3 Category based on addressee: the summaries based on
addressee could be divided into three categories: public,
based on query, and special topic. Purpose of public
summary is for widespread society of readers and
generally all topics are important. The application of
summary based on query is related to one question such
as "what is the cause of incidence?". The purpose in
special topic summary is the user revenue and emphasis
on special topic or single document and multiple
document categories, or single language and multiple
language categories.
2.1. Summarization Methods
There are many methods for text summarization such as
information retrieval (IR) [6], clustering [8], graph theory [9],
machine learning [10], Latent semantic analysis [6], and
TF-IDF [2, 11]. We describe TF-IDF methods because the
proposed system uses this because it is easy and accurate. Also
the combination of TF-IDF and graph based methods is more
applicable.
The TF-IDF weighting system is used with some adoptions
which is similar to IR model. TF-ISF weights are computed
for each sentence (equation (1) and (2)), where tfi,j is term
frequency of ith index term in the jth sentence, and isfi is
inverse sentence frequency of ith index term. Also N is the
number of all sentences and ni is the number of sentences
which contain ith index term [2, 11].
tfi , j =

freqi , j
maxi freqi, j

isf i = log

N
ni

(1)

(2)

The corresponding weight is therefore computed as
equation (3).

Wi,j=tfi,j*isfi

(3)
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3. Related Works
Research studies in non-Persian languages domain
considers challenges of automatic text summarization and
related works to 2009 [3].
Some research studies improve the summarization by using
fuzzy logic. As an example, in [12] summary sentences were
extracted using fuzzy rules and sets. They extracted the
important features for each sentence of the document
represented as the vector of features consisting of the
following elements: title feature, sentence length, term weight,
sentence position, sentence to sentence similarity, proper noun,
thematic word and numerical data. They had done
experiments with 125 dataset, comparing our summarizer with
Microsoft Word 2007 and baseline using precision, recall and
f-measure built by ROUGE. The results show that the best
average precision, recall and f-measure to summaries
produced by the fuzzy method. Certainly, the experimental
result is based on fuzzy logic could improve the quality of
summary results that based on the general statistic method. In
conclusion, they proposed that using combination of fuzzy
logic and other learning methods and extract the other features
could provide the sentences more important.
In another study an automatic multiple document text
summarizers has been presented [13]. Research was first
started naively on single document abridgement but recently
information is found from various sources about a single topic
in different website, journal, newspaper, text book, etc., for
which multi-document summarization is required. In [13],
automatic multiple documents text summarization task is
addressed and different procedure of various researchers are
discussed. They compared various techniques that have done
for multi-document summarization. Some promising
approaches are indicated and particular concentration is
dedicated to describe different methods from raw level to
similar like human experts, so that in future one can get
significant instruction for further analysis.
In addition, there are some studies done in Persian text
summarization such as FarsiSum [14] which is inspired by
SweSum [15]. This system works based on statistical
properties and does not consider text linguistics and special
Persian language challenges such as find synonyms, words
stemming and etc.
Shamsfard and Karimi [16] propose summarizers based on
lexical chain and graph theory that each sub graph show the
discrete subject in document. In this method summaries are
created based on query and selected of special sub graph,
whereas in public summaries the sentences can be selected
from all sub graphs.
Furthermore, the Parsina text summarizer employs
combination of TF-IDF, graph-based methods and genetic
algorithm (GA) [2].
Riahi et. al, [17] propose automatic text summarization
using artificial neural networks (ANN) for the weighting
system. In this system, importance of parameters are
determined using ANN and creates final summary by pruning
artificial neural networks.

Bazqandi et. al, [8] have clustered Persian sentences using
binary particle swarm optimization where semantic distance
of two vectors are used instead of Euclidean distance. The
results show that their proposed method assessors, the use of
semantic clustering PSO to determine the optimal number of
clusters, better accuracy in terms of clustering is compared
with other methods.
In this paper we use combine research studies related to
Parsina [2], and SA-GA hybrid algorithm [18]. Therefore, the
next sub-section describes SA-GA and Parsina text
summarizer system, respectively.
3.1. SA-GA Hybrid Algorithm
In this method, we use combination of genetic algorithms
(GA) and simulated annealing (SA) to present a new method
called SA-GA [18].
In genetic algorithms, chromosomes with three crossover
operator, mutation and selection in successive iterations
converge to the best solution in the search space. However,
while there is variation in population genetic algorithm,
convergence to optimality is not guaranteed [18].
Simulated annealing algorithm is an optimization method
that finds the optimal locations using random search. In this
method, particles with an initial temperature and proceeded to
search the solution space are determined. For each particle, r1
parameter ranges specified in the operating position (Present)
by equation (4) where α is random number between zero and
one [18].

Pr esent[i + 1] = Pr esent[i ] + r1 − r1 * 2 * α

(4)

The SA-GA hybrid algorithm employs SA for crossover
operation in GA. This method uses the concept of SA for
crossover the chromosomes. We have used of real version of
Genetic Algorithm (Real-GA). For crossover operation using
statistical averages and equation (4) the proposed equation (5)
is created.
Pr esent[i ] =

(Pr esent[i ] + Pr esent[i + 1])
+ r1 − r1 * 2 * α
2

(5)

Where the Present [i] and Present [i + 1] are two combined
parents, r1 and α similar to equation (4) are set. Researchers
demonstrate performance of these algorithms on complex
mathematical functions [18].
3.2. Parsina Text Summarizer
The Parsina text summarizer uses combination of
graph-based methods and genetic algorithms [11, 2, 4]. A
directed graph is produced after weighting sentences and
creates the similarity matrix. The sentences included in the
summary based on topic relation factor, cohesion and
readability factors are selected. The fitness function in GA,
evaluate the sentences. Chromosome length of genetic
algorithms is the number of sentences in the summary. The
genes per chromosome in population GA represent the number
of sentences that there are in summary. This system uses the
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Krovetz stemming for noun and verb stemming [19, 20]. Also
this system detects the synonym words. The Parsina text
summarizer steps are as follows.
Firstly, it detects synonym and stop words with the use of
databases. Also performs stemming all words such as nouns
and verbs. Secondly, the frequency of words using TF-IDF
(equation (1) and (2)), is calculated. The weight of each word
according to equation (3) is also calculated. It should be noted
that weighting the title words and keywords of the equation (6)
is calculated.
Wi , j = (0.5 +

0.5 * freqi ,q
max l freql ,q

sentences in the summary talk about the same information or
not. Suppose C be the average of similarities of all sentences
in a summary, it is clear that, C is the average of weights of all
edges in the summary sub graph. Where Ns is the total number
of edges in summary sub graph and can easily be computed.
Suppose summary nodes are SS1 , SS2 ,...,SSS , and S is the total
number of sentences in the summary. Then Ns is the number
of edges from SS1 to S S j , 1<j≤S, plus number of edges from SS2
to SS j , 2<j≤ S, therefore:

∑

) * isf i

Cs =

(6)

sim( s j , q) =

∑w

i, j

i =1

* wi , q

t

(7)

t

∑w

2
i, j

i =1

*

∑w
i =1

2
i,q

t

∑ w i ,m * w i,n
sim ( s m , s n ) =

i =1

t

t

∑ w i2,m

*

i =1

(8)

∑ w i2,n
i =1

After constructing the similarity matrix, a weighted graph is
composed. In fact, the weight of an edge, connecting two
vertices, is the similarity of the corresponding sentences
(equation (9)).
∀ ( s i , s j ) ∈ E , W ( s i , s j ) = sim ( s i , s j )
∀ i < N : sim ( s i , s i ) = 0, ∀ i , j < N : sim ( s j , s i ) = 0

TR s =

s j ∈summary

sim ( s j , q )
S

, TRF s =

TR
max ∀summary (TR )

W (si , s j )

Ns

NS =(S −1) +(S −2) +...=

(S)*(S −1)
2

0≤i < S

(9)

(10)

Cohesion Factor (CF) is a measure to determine whether

(11)

CF should show how summary sentences are close in total,
and is defined as equation (11) [2, 4, 11]. M is the maximum
weight in the graph, i.e. M is the maximum similarity of
sentences. If most of the sentences in the extract talk about
same topic, CF grows and on the other hand if they are mostly
far from each other, CF tends to 0. Readable extracts are hard
to be achieved. A readable document is a document which
sentences are highly related to their proceeding sentences.
First sentence and second sentence are related to each other
with a high similarity, same for second and third sentences,
and so on. In fact a readable summary, as we define, is made
up of sentences which form a smooth chain of sentences.
Suppose the readability of summary s with length S, say Rs.
Therefore, the readability factor of summary s is computed
such as equation (12).
Rs = ∑ W ( si , si +1 ), RFs =

A good summary contains sentences that are similar to the
text title. Now that the similarities are computed, we can
define the Topic Relation Factor (TRF) [2, 4, 11]. A simple
method is to consider the average similarity of sentences in the
summary, divided by the maximum average. Let TR be the
average similarity to title in a summary (s). Using TR, we
compute TRF using equation (10). Where max is computed
among all possible summaries of length S. To find the max, we
should simply average top greater S similarities of all
sentences with the topic. TRF shows the similarity of the
created summary to the document title. In summaries where
sentences are closely related to the title, TRF is close to 1. But
in summaries which are constructed by the sentences far from
the title, TRF tends to zero.
∑

∀si , s j ∈summarysubgraph

log(C *9 + 1)
CFs =
, M = max i , j ≤ N simi , j
log(M *9 + 1)

Where q represents the user's title or keyword. Third step is
the construction of a similarity matrix using equations (7) and
(8). In equation (7) similarity of sentence with title is
computed. In equation (8) similarity of two sentences together
is calculated.
t
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Rs
max∀i Ri

(12)

It should be noted that we have made the assumption that
the summary length is fixed and the maximum is computed
among all possible summaries of that summary length.
Finding this maximum can be done in polynomial time.
Suppose the summary length is S, so the goal of finding the
most readable summary is equal to finding a path of length S
with maximum weight in the document graph. To have such a
fitness function we use a function which is the weighted
average of three factors such as equation (13) [11, 2, 4].The
fitness function is a flexible one, which means, it has
parameters to be adjusted by the user need. One may desire a
summary with the highest readability while another may like
to have a summary in which sentences are highly related to the
topic, and readability is not a matter at all.
F=

α * TRF + β * CF + γ * RF
0 ≤ α ≤1,0 ≤ β ≤1−α, γ =1−α − β
α + β +γ

(13)

α, β and γ are real numbers and are defined by user. TRF; CF;
RF are all between 0, 1, so this composition of them results a
real number between 0 and 1. Finally, we perform the genetic
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algorithm to find the best summary.

4. Phoenix: The Proposed Automatic Text
Summarizer System
The proposed system known as Phoenix is the extended
version of Parsina text summarizer system [2, 4]. The system
aims to improve the quality of summaries produced by using
the SA-GA hybrid algorithm. In order to improve the quality
of summaries produced by the proposed method the following
tasks have been considered: 1) providing a faster method of
coding for word stemming krovetz method, 2) Extending the
dictionary of words and their synonymous, roots of verbs and
nouns to cover more aspects of the text and the increasing use
of software in various fields of scientific, artistic, political, or
social, and 3) Using SA-GA hybrid algorithm for evaluating
the quality of the produced summary.
There is a preprocessing phase in Phoenix system, such as
Parsina, to solve the problem bipartite compound words and
integration them. The preprocessing phases in phoenix text
summarizer system, which display main structure of text,
include the following:
1 Identifying the boundaries of sentences: In the Phoenix
system for identify boundaries of Persian sentences of
point, question mark, semicolon are used.
2 Removing stop words: words that have no meaning and
we cannot collect information about them, such as
conjunctions and adverbs that have no role in the concept
of sentences.
3 Stemming: Finding the root of the derivational words is
called stemming. The stemming phases in Phoenix
system is similar to Parsina, and uses Krovetz algorithm
that have a dictionary of morphological methods for
examining the roots [19, 20]. Also the Phoenix system
uses an optimized krovetz algorithm. Experimental
results show that the stemming method in Parsina is time
consuming because of the nested IF statements used in
the code. However, In Phoenix system, the Krovetz
stemming algorithm is implemented using a function and
nested condition statements have been removed. This
procedure has improved performance in the stemming
phase, and increased its speed compared to Parsina
system.
First step in the processing phase of Phoenix system is to
compute the effective properties and relation of sentences As
well as the TF-IDF weight allocated to sentences. The final
score of each sentence are then determined by using an
equivalent weight. The best sentences are ranked and selected
for the final summary.
The authors have used binary crossover operator in
Real-GA for Parsina system, but in the Phoenix system they
have used a combination of binary crossover and SA-GA
methods in crossover operator. Therefore, the crossover point
according to equation (14) for two parents in crossover
operator is determined.
Crossover Point = r − r * 2 *α

(14)

Where r is the temperature in the SA formula and initial
value is a random number between one and the numbers of
sentences in the text. Alpha (α) is a random number between
zero and one. After determining the crossover point at random
and using the SA formula, we perform crossover such as
binary crossover.
Generally there are three units in Phoenix system named:
initializing, scoring and summarizing unit.
Initializing unit includes pre-processing, segmentation and
stemming. Scoring unit consists of weighted words (equations
(1), (2), (3) and (6)) and constructs the similarity matrix
(equations (7), (8) and (9)). The summarizing unit includes the
following stages: computing the number of summary
sentences, calculating the percentage of Topic Relation Factor
(equation (10)), Cohesion (equation (11)), and Readability
(equation (12)); and implementing the SA-GA hybrid
algorithm.
The SA-GA hybrid algorithm in Phoenix text summarizer
system uses SA algorithm in GA crossover operator. In fact the
crossover point in chromosome is determined using the
concept of SA. The SA-GA algorithm implementation steps
are as follows [18]:
1 Begin
2 Create and initialize a random population.
3 Select the best population with elitism.
4 Create a new generations using of crossover point
(equation (14)) and crossover rate equal with 0.7.
5 Perform Mutation with mutation rate 0.1.
6 The above steps until you reach the appropriate level of
fitness, repeated (Go to 3).
7 End

5. Evaluation of the Phoenix Text
Summarizer System

Figure 1. The Phoenix summarizer assessment questionnaire.
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In this section we evaluate the Phoenix text summarizer, by
using 6 text categories in various fields such as: scientific,
cultural, social, economic, political and artistic. Also the
Phoenix and Parsina text summarizers are compared together.
Each category includes 5 text files with different lengths, so a
total 30 texts were compared. The purpose is to evaluate the
quality of text summaries from a human perspective; therefore
a team of people are required to evaluate both softwares. We
used 10 persons for this work. Each person evaluates the
produced summary of Phoenix and Parsina for 30 texts with
compress percentages 10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 90%. We use
questionnaire (Figure 1) to register results of both software.
Also we considered results in the same conditions. So we used
the same title, keywords, topic relation factor, cohesion,
readability, and compress percentage for each text in each
category.
Results from the questionnaire showed that the average
accuracy of the Phoenix automatic text summarization system
for each category is as table 1.

differences between Phoenix and Parsina are: 1) providing a
faster way of coding for Krovetz method in word stemming
phase, 2) Extending the dictionary of morphological methods
for examining the roots have been found, to cover more
aspects of the text and improving the applicability of software
in various fields such as scientific, cultural, social, economic,
political, and artistic fields, 3) Phoenix employs SA-GA
hybrid algorithm for determining the sentences of the
summary and evaluation of the Summary producer. The
results show that the SA-GA hybrid algorithm increases the
quality of the text summary in the Phoenix system (64.35%)
rather than Parsina system (59.86%).
Future works include suing Wordnet for Persian language
and develop the Phoenix text summarizer system for more
applications and multiple documents.
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